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7.	  Energy:	  Clean	  Technology	  
“[We commit] to take steps to support the development of cleaner and more efficient energy 
technologies to enhance the efficiency of markets and shift towards a more sustainable energy future.” 

G20 St. Petersburg Leaders Declaration 

Assessment	  
  Lack of Compliance Partial Compliance Full Compliance 
Argentina     +1 
Australia   0  
Brazil     +1 
Canada   0  
China     +1 
France     +1 
Germany     +1 
India     +1 
Indonesia     +1 
Italy   0 	  
Japan  0 	  
Korea   0 	  
Mexico     +1 
Russia   +1 
Saudi Arabia     +1 
South Africa     +1 
Turkey   0 	  
United Kingdom     +1 
United States     +1 
European Union     +1 
Average +0.70 

Background	  
The G20 leaders made their first commitment to develop energy efficiency and clean energy 
technologies at the 2009 London Summit. At the Pittsburgh Summit also in 2009, the G20 leaders 
reiterated their commitment to stimulate investment in clean energy, renewables and energy efficiency, 
as well as to provide financial and technical support for such projects in developing countries. This 
commitment was reinforced at the 2010 Seoul Summit. At the 2011 Cannes Summit, leaders developed 
the commitment further by referencing the United Nations Secretary General’s Sustainable Energy for 
All initiative.680 At the 2013 St. Petersburg Summit, the leaders once again reaffirmed their commitment 
to cleaner and more efficient technologies, but also highlighted the importance of enhancing the 
efficiency of markets and shifting towards a more sustainable energy future. 

Commitment	  Features	  
This commitment states that the G20 members will support the development of clean and energy 
efficient technologies to enhance the efficiency of markets with the long-term goal of contributing to a 

                                                        

680  Cannes  Summit  Final  Declaration:  Building  Our  Common  Future,  G20  Information  Center  (Toronto)  4  November  2011.  
Access  Date:  4  February  2014.  http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2011/2011-‐cannes-‐declartion-‐111104-‐en.html.    
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more sustainable future. The United Nations Secretary General’s Sustainable Energy for All initiative 
suggests the following examples of policies that overcome barriers to energy efficiency: 

• Establishment of unified sets of standards for energy efficiency 
• Instruments that help overcome the high initial costs of efficiency applications.681 

Examples of policies that assist in spurring innovation and deployment of clean and efficient energy 
technologies include: 

1) The establishment of an emission trading mechanism that would enable private companies to sell 
carbon credits they gained from investing in clean energy technology research and development 

2) The implementation of credits and tax credits for private investment in clean energy technology 
research and development 

3) The establishment of privileged loans for energy efficiency and clean technology research and 
development 

4) Setting up a certification system for companies that invest in energy efficiency and clean energy 
technology research and development 

To achieve full compliance with this commitment the G20 member must support the development of 
clean and energy efficient technologies while also supporting the development of markets. Actions 
taken to solely support the development to new clean and energy efficient technologies without 
consideration or additional support to increase the efficiency of the market will result in a score of 
partial compliance. 

Scoring	  Guidelines	  

-1 Member does not take measures to support the development of cleaner and more efficient 
energy technologies AND to enhance the efficiency of energy markets.  

0 Member takes measures to support the development of cleaner and more efficient energy 
technologies OR to enhance the efficiency of energy markets.  

+1 Member takes measures to support the development of cleaner and more efficient energy 
technologies AND to enhance the efficiency of energy markets.  

Lead Analyst: Nanayaa Appenteng 

Argentina:	  +1	  
Argentina has fully complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that overcome 
barriers to efficiency, or otherwise spur innovation and development of clean and efficient energy 
technologies. 

On 13 February 2014, the Argentine state-owned enterprise Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales (YPF) 
purchased reserves of natural gas estimated at 540 billion cubic feet, an expansion of 15 per cent, from 
Apache Corp.682 

On 19 February 2014, Argentina and India announced a bilateral agreement to strengthen renewable 
energy cooperation.683 Antonio Bonafatti, Governor of Santa Fe, said that increased cooperation would 
encourage Indian investment in solar and wind energy. 

                                                        

681  Sustainable  Energy  for  All:  A  Framework  for  Action,  The  Secretary  General’s  High-‐level  Group  on  sustainable  Energy  for  
All  (New  York)  1  January  2012.  Access  Date:  5  February  2014.  www.se4all.org/wp-‐content/uploads/2013/09/SE_for_All_-‐
_Framework_for_Action_FINAL.pdf    
682  Apache  Exits  Argentina  in  $800  Million  Asset  Sale  to  YPF,  Bloomberg  13  February  2014.  Access  Date:  25  February  2014.  
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-‐02-‐12/apache-‐exits-‐argentine-‐after-‐800-‐million-‐energy-‐sale-‐to-‐ypf-‐1-‐.html    
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On 25 February 2014, the board of directors of Repsol approved a USD5 billion settlement with the 
Argentine government regarding its 2012 nationalization of Repsol’s controlling interest in YPF. The 
deal was praised by YPF President Miguel Galuccio, who referred to YPF as “a fundamental tool for 
the country’s energy future.”684 The deal paves the way for YPF to explore the Vaca Muerta shale oil-
and-gas fields, which was the intention behind the initial expropriation.685 

Therefore, Argentina has received a score of +1 for taking steps to encourage investment in clean and 
efficient energy technologies. 

Compliance Analyst: Colin McEwen 

Australia:	  0	  
Australia has partially complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that overcome 
barriers to efficiency, or otherwise spur innovation and development of clean and efficient energy 
technologies. 

On 13 November 2014, Prime Minister Tony Abbott introduced legislation to repeal the Clean Energy 
Act 2011, which established a carbon price to be in place for three years before transitioning to an 
emissions trading mechanism in 2015.686 The legislation also includes a provision to reduce funding to 
the Australian Renewable Energy Agency, which funds renewable energy projects as well as research 
and development, by AUD435 million over three years.687 The legislation passed the Australian House 
of Representatives on November 21, but is yet to be considered by the Australian Senate.688 

On 20 November 2013, Federal Environment Minister Greg Hunt launched a Solar PV Retailer Code 
of Conduct in cooperation with the Clean Energy Council. The voluntary standard is designed to boost 
consumer confidence for those planning to purchase photovoltaic systems.689 

On 23 January 2014, Abbott restated his intent to repeal the Clean Energy Act, saying “to boost private 
sector growth and employment, the new government is cutting red tape and reducing the tax burden by 
scrapping the carbon tax and the mining tax.”690 
                                                                                                                                                                          

683  India,  Argentina  to  Strengthen  Ties  in  Renewable  Energy,  The  Hindu  Business  Line  (New  Delhi)  19  February  2014.  
Access  Date:  25  February  2014.  http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/india-‐argentina-‐to-‐strengthen-‐ties-‐in-‐
renewable-‐energy/article5705953.ece    
684  Spain’s  Repsol  Agrees  to  $5-‐Billion  Settlement  with  Argentina  over  YPF,  The  Globe  and  Mail  (Buenos  Aires)  25  February  
2014.  Access  Date:  25  February  2014.  http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-‐on-‐business/international-‐business/latin-‐
american-‐business/repsol-‐board-‐approves-‐5-‐billion-‐argentine-‐settlement/article17087841/    
685  Argentina’s  YPF:  Swallowed  Pride,  The  Economist  (where?)  28  November  2013.  Access  Date:  25  February  2014.  
http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21590939-‐deal-‐repsol-‐small-‐step-‐towards-‐reversing-‐energy-‐deficit-‐
swallowed-‐pride    
686  Tony  Abbott  Introduces  Legislation  to  Repeal  Carbon  Tax  After  ‘Electricity  Bill’  Row,  ABC  News  (Canberra)  13  November  
2013.  Access  Date:  11  February  2014.  http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-‐11-‐13/abbott-‐introduces-‐carbon-‐tax-‐repeal-‐
bill/5088524    
687  Renewable  Energy  Cuts  a  Disappointing  Sting  in  Carbon  Tail,  Clean  Energy  Council  (Melbourne)  13  November  2013.  
Access  Date:  12  February  2014.  https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/media-‐centre/media-‐releases/november-‐
2013/131113-‐arena.html    
688  House  of  Representatives  Votes  to  Scrap  the  Carbon  Tax,  Office  of  Greg  Hunt,  Minister  for  the  Environment  (Canberra)  
21  November  2013.  Access  Date:  12  February  2014.  
http://www.greghunt.com.au/Media/MediaReleases/tabid/86/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/2667/House-‐of-‐
Representatives-‐votes-‐to-‐scrap-‐the-‐Carbon-‐Tax.aspx    
689  Code  of  Conduct  to  Raise  the  Bar  in  the  Solar  Industry,  Clean  Energy  Council  (Melbourne)  20  November,  2013.  Access  
Date:  12  February  2014.  https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/media-‐centre/media-‐releases/november-‐2013/131120-‐
code-‐of-‐conduct.html    
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While Australia has launched a new certification system for clean energy companies, its reduction of 
funds for research and development as well as its ongoing repeal of its emissions trading mechanism 
results in its partial compliance score of 0. 

Compliance Analyst: Colin McEwen 

Brazil	  +1	  
Brazil fully complied with its commitment to support the development of cleaner and more efficient 
energy technologies, to enhance the efficiency of markets and shift towards a more sustainable energy 
future. 

Throughout the compliance period, the Brazilian National Electrical Agency (ANEEL) undertook a 
number of tariff corrections and hearings related to both conventional and clean energy plants. These 
tariffs were given to industries to promote the development of new plants to add to the nations’ energy 
network, and also to residential consumers to offset the cost of using renewable energies. Auctions are 
another financial tool ANEEL uses in order to increase competition in, and attractiveness of, renewable 
energy projects. 

In September 2013, at an auction for wind power energy procurement, a savings of 5.55 per cent off the 
standard megawatt-hour rate for the 66 winning projects was generated.691 The sales and purchase 
contracts are viable for 20 years, amounting to savings for the project investors. In November, 15 
gigawatts of wind and 3 gigawatts of solar projects were registered and 20 gigawatts were registered for 
December.692 

Solar-only auctions will be used beginning in 2014 as that sector is comparatively underdeveloped in 
Brazil. Its’ first auction on 2 January 2014 generated BRL597million in investments from both national 
and international bidders and added 122.82 megawatts of solar projects to the energy sector.693 

On 10 December 2013, the total value of quotas to fund the Program of Incentive to Alternative 
Electric Energy Sources (PROINFA), for the upcoming year was announced at BRL2.8 billion.694 These 
funds will be allocated to 131 plants in the clean energy sectors of hydroelectric, wind power and 
biomass-powered thermoelectric to generate an estimated total energy output of 1.1 million 
megawatts/hour. PROFINA is a crucial governmental organization that is mandated to increase the use 
of renewable technologies in Brazil, and has been in operation since 2004. 

In order to improve residential energy consumption efficiency and reduce the need to expand the 
energy network for the future, the Brazilian National Electricity Agency issued a voluntary “White 

                                                                                                                                                                          

690  Abbott  at  Davos:  Getting  the  Fundamentals  Right,  G20  Information  Centre  (Toronto)  23  January  2014.  Access  Date:  12  
February  2014.  http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2014/2014-‐abbott-‐davos.html    
691  Wind  power  auction  records  an  average  discount  of  5.55%,  Brazilian  Electricity  Regulatory  Agency  (Brasilia)  2  
September  2013.  Access  Date:  13  April  2014.  http://www.aneel.gov.br/aplicacoes/  noticias_area  /dsp_  
detalheNoticia.cfm?idNoticia=7333&idAreaNoticia=347    
692  Renewable  Energy  Country  Attractiveness  Index,  EY  Building  a  Better  Working  World  November  2013.  Access  Date:  13  
May  2014.  http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/RECAI_39__Nov_2013/  
$FILE/RECAI%20Issue%2039_Nov%202013.pdf    
693  Brazilian  State  Approves  123MW  of  Solar  Developments  in  Energy  Auction,  PV  Tech  (London)  2  January  2014.  Access  
Date:  13  April  2014.  http://www.pv-‐tech.org/news/brazil_gains_122mw_of_solar_developments  
_after_state_energy_auction    
694  ANEEL  Approves  Proinfa  Funding  Value  for  2014,  Brazilian  Electricity  Regulatory  Agency  (Brasilia)  12  December  2013.  
Date  Accessed  13  April  2014.  http://www.aneel.gov.br/aplicacoes/noticias_area/dsp_detalheNoticia.  
cfm?idNoticia=7671&idAreaNoticia=347    
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Tariff” mode which residents could opt into, beginning in February 2014. This tariff mode assigns three 
different energy rates to different times of the day-peak, intermediate and off-peak-during Monday to 
Friday in which residents can take advantage of the cheaper off-peak rates.695 The three different rates 
replace the flat-rate conventional one and the installation of household meters comes at no cost to the 
consumer. Taken together this represents a significant financial incentive for households to partake in 
this new system. 

The much-anticipated 2014 FIFA World Cup has given the government of Brazil a unique opportunity 
to showcase its commitment to sustainable development. The Castellan stadium, in Fortaleza, is the first 
ever “green” stadium which has been awarded the LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) in February 2014. The stadium has compliance certificates for “exemplary sustainable 
construction in the fields of space, rational water use, energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, 
use of low environmental impact materials and encouraging innovation.”696 This stadium provides an 
excellent vehicle for educating enormous numbers of citizens, both national and international, on the 
importance and ease of increasing their use of renewable energies. It is also a source of inspiration for 
urban planning and industry on how to incorporate sustainable practices in building construction. 

On 11 March 2014, the Brazilian Agency for the Promotion of Exports and Investments (in partnership 
with the Brazilian Wind Energy Association) held a promotional event in Barcelona, Spain.697 The event 
— Invest in Brazil — Wind Energy — was meant to encourage renewable energy investment in Brazil, 
disseminate technological expertise and best-practices information and, in general terms, increase 
Brazil’s attractiveness for international investors. The promotion of wind energy was a particular focal 
point because of its potential for development in the country. 

On 28 March 2014, the President of Electrobras, Brazil’s national electricity company, Jose de Costa, 
presented the Master Plan for Business and Management for 2014-2018. This plan will require 
investments of BRL60.8 billion over the five years to generate BRL55.7 billion with USD8.1 billion. 
This plan includes green sources of energy, reducing electricity costs by EUR1.2 billion per year. It also 
calls for studies undertaken in conjunction with the advice of German consultancy Ronald Berger, in 
order to reduce costs to the electrical network.698 

In order to offset some of the activation costs associated with thermoelectric plants, as well as the cost 
of power purchases not already covered by the Existing Energy Auction 2013, the Electric Energy 
Trading Chamber created a new fund that will be available to distributors on 2 April 2014.699 This fund 
will allocate loans to various distributors in order to increase the attractiveness, and affordability, of 
thermoelectric plants. 

On 7 April 2014, the quota for the Energy Development Account for 2014 was announced by ANEEL 
as BRL1.6 billion. The Treasury had contributed a further BRL4million in February, bringing the total 
                                                        

695  White  Tariff  Category  Will  Offer  Different  Tariff  Rates  Depending  on  the  Consumption  Time,  Brazilian  Electricity  
Regulatory  Agency  (Brasilia)  26  December  2013.  Access  Date:  13  April  2014.  http://www.aneel.gov.br  
/aplicacoes/noticias_area/dsp_detalheNoticia.cfm?idNoticia=7673&idAreaNoticia=347    
696  Castellan,  the  First  Green  Cup  Stadium,  Brazil  Portal  12  February  2014.  Access  Date:  13  April  2014.  
http://www.brasil.gov.br/esporte/2014/01/castelao-‐o-‐primeiro-‐estadio-‐verde-‐da-‐copa    
697  Seminar  to  Attract  Investment  is  Made  in  Spain,  Brazil  Portal  10  February  2014.  Access  Date:  13  April  2014.  
http://www.brasil.gov.br/economia-‐e-‐emprego/2014/03/seminario-‐para-‐atrair-‐investimento-‐e-‐realizado-‐na-‐espanha    
698  Eletrobras  plans  to  invest  U.S.  $  60.8  billion  by  2018,  Electrobras:  Energia  Para  Novas  Tempos  (Rio  de  Janeiro)  28  March  
2014.  Access  Date:  13  May  2014.  http://www.eletrobras.com/elb/data/Pages/LUMISEB7EA1A1ITEMIDE  
3EBE1B6647C40D6973A04358A6D2AD1PTBRIE.htm    
699  Posted  decree  on  the  establishment  of  ACR  Account  CCEE,  Ministry  of  Mines  and  Energy  (Brasilia)  2  April  2014.  Access  
Date:  13  April  2014.  http://www.mme.gov.br/mme/noticias/destaque2/destaque_399.html    
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to BRL5.6 billion.700 Some of these funds will be used towards granting tariffs, subsidies and other 
financial incentives to the green energy sector in Brazil. 

On 10 April 2014, the Minister of Mines and Energy, Edison Lobao, signed a concession agreement 
establishing the hydroelectric power plant Hydroelectric Sao Manoel, which will generate 700 megawatts 
of installed capacity to the National Interconnected System beginning in 2018.701 

Brazil was awarded a score of +1 for its efforts to increase the number of clean energy projects and 
developments, overcome barriers to efficiency through extensive use of government-sponsored 
auctions and the provision of new funds, investments and other incentives channelled through 
governmental organizations. 

Analyst: Aurora Hudson 

Canada:	  0	  
Canada has partially complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that overcome 
barriers to energy efficiency. 

The Canadian government has encouraged effective policies that overcome barriers to energy efficiency, 
as well as a shift towards an energy sustainable future. Since 2009, Canada has invested CAD795 million 
in various projected to create “a suite of clean energy technologies and the knowledge to ensure uptake 
of the technologies.”702 In the Economic Action Plan 2013, CAD325 million over eight years to 
Sustainable Development Technology Canada to support the development of new clean technologies, 
“which can save businesses money, create high-paying jobs and drive innovation.” 703  This is a 
continuation of the Canadian Government’s pledge in May 2013 to support new innovation projects 
across Canada through the ecoENERGY Innovation Initiative, including 40 research and development 
projects focusing on “energy efficiency; clean electricity and renewables; [and] bioenergy.”704 

Prime Minister Stephen Harper has continued efforts to encourage effective policy in building off of 
previous initiatives. At the 2014 North American Leaders’ Summit in Mexico, Harper reaffirmed 
Canada’s commitment to developing clean energy and highlighted a future trilateral meeting to discuss 
“opportunities to promote common strategies on energy efficiency.”705 In the Economic Action Plan 
2014, the Canadian government has pledged to expand the eligibility for the accelerated capital cost 
allowance for clean energy generation to water current and other technologies to allow the costs of 
assets “to be deducted for tax purposes at a rate of 50 per cent per year on a declining-balance basis.”706 

                                                        

700  ANEEL  define  quotas  da  CDE  para  2014  no  valor  de  R$1,6  bilhão,  Brazilian  Electricity  Regulatory  Agency  (Brasilia)  7  April  
2014.  Access  Date:  13  April  2014.  http://www.aneel.gov.br/aplicacoes/noticias/Output_Noticias.  
cfm?Identidade=7827&id_area=90    
701  Minister  signs  a  contract  granting  the  hydroelectric  São  Manoel,  700  MW,  Ministry  of  Mines  and  Energy  (Brasilia)  10  
April  2014.  Access  Date:  13  April  2014.  http://www.mme.gov.br/mme/noticias/destaque_  foto/destaque_480.html    
702  Clean  Energy  Fund,  Ministry  of  Finance  (Ottawa)  24  July  2013.  http://actionplan.gc.ca/en/initiative/clean-‐energy-‐fund  
703  Harper  Government  Announces  Job-‐Creating  Clean  Technology  Project  in  Quebec,  Natural  Resources  Canada  (Ottawa)  
27  September  2013.  Access  Date:  28  February  2014.  https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/media-‐room/news-‐release/2013/11500  
704  PM  announces  energy  innovation  projects  across  Canada,  Office  of  the  Prime  Minister  (Ottawa)  3  May  2013.  Access  
Date:  28  February  2014.  http://pm.gc.ca/eng/node/32636  
705  Joint  Statement  by  North  American  Leaders,  Office  of  the  Prime  Minister  (Ottawa)  19  February  2014.  Access  Date:  28  
February  2014.  http://www.pm.gc.ca/eng/news/2014/02/19/joint-‐statement-‐north-‐american-‐leaders  
706  Federal  Budget  2014,  Ministry  of  Finance  (Ottawa)  11  February  2014.  Access  Date:  28  February  2014.  
http://actionplan.gc.ca/sites/default/files/pdfs/budget2014-‐eng.pdf  
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This builds off of the previous three budget plans to encourage businesses to invest in clean energy and 
energy efficiency equipment.707 

Canada has encouraged effective policies that overcome barriers to energy efficiency but has not taken 
actions toenhance the efficiency of markets and shifts towards an energy sustainable future. Canada has 
received a score of 0 for partial compliance. 

Analyst: Anthony Marchese 

China:	  +1	  
China has fully complied with the commitment on the development of cleaner, more efficient energy 
technologies and shift towards a more sustainable energy future. 

On 22 September 2013, China’s Ministry of Finance announced that it will provide tax breaks to 
manufacturers of solar products. In an official statement, the ministry declared that producers of solar 
power products will receive immediate refunds of 50 percent of value-added taxes. The government of 
China continues to offer support and protection to an industry that is dealing with a grim outlook, 
massive overcapacity and weak demand.708 

Under China’s new pricing regime introduced in March 2013, the National Development and Reform 
Commission has the right to adjust domestic fuel prices when international crude prices reflect a change 
of more than 50 yuan per tonne for gasoline and diesel over within 10 consecutive working days. 
According to national news reports, multiple raises in retail fuel prices in the country throughout 2013 
indicate a fulfillment of this commitment.709 In light of severe air pollution, the government has said 
consumers will need to bear the higher prices that come with tighter fuel standards.710 

China has encouraged effective policies that overcome barriers to efficiency and both enhances the 
efficiency of markets and shifts toward an energy sustainable future. Thus, China is given a score of +1. 

Analyst: Crystal Gao 

France:	  +1	  
France has fully complied with its commitment to support the development of cleaner and more 
efficient energy technologies, to enhance the efficiency of markets and shift towards a more sustainable 
energy future. 

In order to meet its green energy needs, the French government created the Investments for the Future 
Programme (IPA) in 2010, which has four investment sub-programs under the management of the 
French Agency for the Environment and Energy Management (ADEME.) These sub-programs are 
development of new technologies in renewable energies, smart grid testing and research, circular 
economy testing and research, as well as development of new technologies in low carbon vehicle and 
other transportation. In order to carry out these programs, and encourage competition in the green 
energy sector, ADEME created specific financial tools, including state aids of refundable, and non-
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refundable grants, and equity tools, where the state invests in projects of various sizes in the renewable-
energies field.711 These financial tools also importantly serve to overcome barriers to green energy 
markets, as it the potential for profit increases, and the risk factor decreases, when investors take 
advantage of these tools. 

Throughout the period in question, the French government made progress in many aspects of its IPA 
programme. In order to increase the energy efficiency across all sectors of the economy, Philippe Martin, 
Minister of Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy, announced the creation of three new 
institutes of energy transition on 29 October 2013. These institutes would focus on; providing research 
and development, sharing resources, selecting projects based on energy efficiency requirements and 
advancing the energy technologies used in sustainable construction projects, urban planning in cities and 
photovoltaic projects.712 

On 21 October 2013, the Ministry of Territorial Equality and Housing together with the Ministry of 
Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy launched the “I eco-renovated, I saved” campaign. 
Through partnerships with the Agency for Environmental and Energy Management, the National 
Housing Agency and the National Agency for Housing Information, subsidies, premiums and tax 
credits are offered to homeowners in order to entice them to refurbish, renovate and build their homes 
according to energy efficient guidelines. This campaign was created for two reasons: the first was to 
educate the French public on the importance and economic benefit of incorporating green technologies 
in the housing market. The second was to achieve the goal of a 38 per cent reduction of energy 
consumption in the building sector by 2020. It has been updated twice since the beginning of 2014.713 

Throughout November 2013, the Bonus-Malus system was updated and the scale of penalties and 
bonuses increased.714 This system is designed to reward those who purchase vehicles with low carbon 

emissions and punish those who purchase high emission cars. Although this is a self-contained system, 
it does promote the creation of a “green-friendly” car market and encourage technological 
advancements in this field. 

Instituting new regulations on cars was not the only advancement made during the month of November. 
A significant step was also taken by the Regulatory Commission of Energy (CRE) to increase the 
potential use of Smart Grids. On 14 November 2013, the CRE launched a public consultation to 
“define the technical, economic and legal smart grids.”715 Without a unified understand of these various 
components of smart grids, their use in France would be highly difficult, if not impossible. In addition, 
a public consultation serves to include the various stakeholders and investors and make it easier for 
them to construct smart grids when the time comes. 
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On 31 December 2013, the Government of France added five new pollutants to the General Tax on 
Polluting Activities. This tax was instituted in order to promote the use of cleaner energy technologies 
by industry, and gradually phase out the use of heavy pollutants in large-scale industry.716 

On 23 January 2014, Philippe Martin welcomed the European Commission’s proposal for the energy-
climate policy in 2030 and reiterated its consistency with previous French renewable energy targets.717 
France also welcomed the third round of the EU Emissions Trading System, initiated on 9 September 
2013.718 

On 27 and 28 January 2014, the leaders of France and Turkey met and signed agreements increasing 
bilateral trade and investment. These agreements focused on expanding France’s energy and industrial 
partnerships with Turkey and included significant sections on renewable energy development, 
environmental protection, energy efficiency and nuclear project management.719 France would relay best 
practices information based on its own research and development (R&D) and would share its technical 
expertise in the above-mentioned fields in order to expand its markets in clean energy technology 
development abroad. 

The French Government issued a call for expressions of interest related to hydrogen and fuel cells in 
2013 in order to increase the storage potential of renewable technologies and natural gas. On 30 January 
2014, the winning project — GRHYD — was announced.720 In follow-up, the French government 
issued another call for expressions of interest for renewable energies, to be completed by early 2015.721 
These government-sponsored competitions serve to bring the most efficient clean energy technologies 
to the table, draw attention to the need for these technologies and the market demands they meet, and 
contribute to R&D in their various fields. 

In order to spur innovations in clean photovoltaic technology, the Department of Ecology, Sustainable 
Development and Energy has issued two rounds of tenders for projects dedicated to large photovoltaic 
systems. The requirements also specify various aspects of clean technology, including “tak[ing] into 
account the carbon balance of projects, their impact on the environment and their contribution to 
research and development.”722 On 27 February and 28 March 2014, the rounds of winners were 
announced amounting to 177 and 121 projects respectively, for a total installed capacity of 40.3 and 380 
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megawatts.723 Another round of tenders was also announced for the near future. These tenders are 
essentially government subsidies issued to the winning projects as one of the financial tools the 
ADEME created to achieve its Investments for the Future Programme. 

France has developed new green energy technologies, overcome barriers to efficiency through 
government-sponsored competition and the provision of tenders, subsidies and grants, and its 
incorporation of green technologies in the residential and industrial sectors through taxes, bonuses and 
other incentives. Therefore France was been awarded a score of +1. 

Analyst: Aurora Hudson 

Germany:	  +1	  
Germany has fully complied with its energy commitment to encourage effective policies that overcome 
barriers to efficiency, and enhance the efficiency of markets towards an energy sustainable future. 

In 2010 and 2011, the German government adopted new comprehensive approaches to its energy 
strategies, the “Energy Concept” and “Energiewende” respectively, which established principles of 
long-term, integrated energy pathway to make renewable energy the cornerstone of future supply by 
2050.724 The Energy Efficiency Watch tracked the ambitious goals of these policies and determined that 
subsidies and economic incentives have been underway in the transport, residential, industrial and 
service sectors.725 Minimum energy performance standards were also set in the public sector.726 

On 22 January 2014, Energy Minister Sigmar Gabriel put forward an amendment to the Renewable 
Energy Sources Act to reduce future development costs in the electricity and energy sectors. The goal 
of this amendment is to limit future rises in electricity prices to an average of EUR0.12 per kilowatt 
hour in 2015 from EUR0.17 in the present, and to foster development in energy technology while 
reducing costs. 727  It determines that by 2017 at the latest, support levels for renewable energy 
development are determined by bidding procedures, and direct selling for renewable energies will be 
made compulsory to increase competitiveness of energy-intensive industries 728  The German 
government’s commitment to this was highlighted in a policy speech by Federal Chancellor Angela 
Merkel on 29 January 2014.729 
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On 12 February 2014, the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy released the Annual 
Economic Report which highlighted the Government’s commitment to “sustainable, continuous and 
affordable expansion, coupled with further market and systems integration, of renewable energy.”730 
Later this year, the Government of Germany will release a National Energy Efficiency Action Plan 
which will engage multiple stakeholders in identifying different financing and responsibilities.731 

Germany has taken actions not only to reduce energy costs and increasing energy efficiency, but also to 
increase public awareness of its commitment in national campaigns to promote acceptance in the 
business community.732 Therefore, it has been awarded a score of +1. 

Compliance Analyst: Emily Tsui 

India:	  +1	  
India has fully complied with the commitment on the development of cleaner, more efficient energy 
technologies and phase out insufficient fossil fuel subsidies. 

Shortly after the 2013 St. Petersburg Summit, the Government of India demonstrated its commitment 
to promote renewable and energy projects. On 25 September 2013, the Ministry of New and Renewable 
Energy set a target of generation of 10, 000 megawatt of power through solar energy by year 2017. This 
builds on an ambitious target set by the prime minister to install 20,000 megawatts of grid connected 
solar power, 2,000 new energy initiatives, including the installment of 20,000 megawatts of grid solar 
power and 2,000 megawatts of off-grid solar applications and 20 million square metres of solar thermal 
collector area by 31 March 2022.733 

The government announced in August 2013 that it approved generation-based incentives for wind 
power projects. This scheme would provide an incentive 50 paisa per unit of electricity fed to the grid 
with a cap of rupees one crore per megawatt of wind power during 4 to 10 years.734 

Furthermore, the Indian Ministry of New and Renewable Energy has implemented a policy initiative to 
develop sixty Indian cities through the use of solar power. A press release from the Government of 
India outlines 55 cities that have been granted principal approval and 45 cities that have been sanctioned 
to begin planning renewable energy projects.735 

There has been a growing emphasis on promoting favorable conditions for developing solar 
manufacturing capability and use of off-grid and grid-connected solar energy systems, provided through 
financial/fiscal initiatives.736 The government has allocated a total amount of INR690 for promotion of 
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renewable energy sources through fiscal and financial incentives. INR427.21 has been disbursed for 
various activities under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM) during the current 
financial year 2013-14. These funds will go towards the setting up of demonstration projects, intensive 
resource assessment, development of power evacuation and testing facilities, etc.737 

India has encouraged effective policies that overcome barriers to efficiency and both enhances the 
efficiency of markets and shifts towards an energy sustainable future. Thus, India is given a score of +1. 

Analyst: Crystal Gao 

Indonesia:	  +1	  
Indonesia has fully complied with its commitment to support the development of clean and energy 
efficient technologies and supports the efficiency of the energy market through various actions 
including policies. 

On 4 February 2014, the House of Representatives passed the National Energy Policy, setting 
renewable energy requirements.738 Indonesian Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Jero Wacik, 
said, “the new policy would reduce gasoline dependency and increase the use of renewable energy.”739 

The Government of Indonesia announced its plan to build hydroelectric plants at 239 dams owned by 
the Public Works Ministry, as part of its renewable energy initiative.740 As part of the project, the 
government planned to begin the construction of four hydropower plants in East Java for this year.741 
Director general for new and renewable energy at the Energy and Mineral Resources Ministry, Ridha 
Mulyana, stated “We will rent the dams to developers so they will only be responsible for building the 
power generators,” which would lessen developers’ burden for investment costs.742 This policy would 
support the efficiency of the energy market by reducing burden for developers. 

Indonesia’s state-owned power company plans to build a 145-kilometre electric line linking customers in 
West Kalimantan with hydroelectric plants in neighboring Sarawak, Malaysia.743 This project would 
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provide cheaper electricity and cut carbon cut carbon emissions by 400,000 tons a year by 2020, as the 
region has used oil to provide power to the province.744 

In August 2013, Indonesia introduced a policy to increase the use of biodiesel to reduce oil 
consumption.745 Jakarta’s energy ministry issued a new regulation to raise the minimum bio content in 
diesel to 10 per cent and to 20 per cent especially for power industry.746 

On 4 February 2014, Tisnaldi, geothermal director at the Energy and Mineral Resources Ministry, said 
that the government plans to operate three geothermal plants in Patuha and Cibuni in West Java, and 
Ulumbu in Manggarai, East Nusa Tenggara.747 Indonesia seeks to focus on more of the renewable 
energy source amid rising fuel costs.748 

Indonesia has supported the development of clean and energy efficient technologies and supports the 
efficiency of the energy market through various actions including policies. Thus, Indonesia receives a 
score of +1. 

Analyst: HyunAh Heidi Shim 

Italy:	  0	  
Italy partially complied with its commitment to support the development of cleaner and more efficient 
energy technologies to enhance the efficiency of markets and shift towards a more sustainable energy 
future. 

In March 2013, the Italian government published a new strategy that outlined its energy needs, goals 
and policies through to 2020, in a document entitled New Energy Strategy: For a More Competitive and 
Sustainable Energy. While the Italian government published the new energy strategy and supported 
increased energy market efficiency, it did not support the development of cleaner and more efficient 
energy technologies specifically. 

Despite the report, the Italian government scaled back its efforts to develop clean energy technologies 
throughout the compliance period. Compared to the various investments undertaken in the year, and 
even months, previously, Italy has done little in the energy sector to help it achieve its energy goals. 
Instead of developing new technologies, increasing financial incentives, and taking significant steps to 
improve energy efficiency, it continued policies already in place. Prominent examples are the White 
Certificates energy trading scheme and subsidizing renewable energy projects. The most significant 
changes were: calling for “smart meter” prototypes; institutionalizing new gas market mechanisms; and 
changing tariffs associated with energy use. 
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In order to enhance the monitoring of water, gas and electricity for distribution and consumption 
purposes, the Italian Regulatory Authority for Electricity and Gas issued a call for Smart Meter pilot 
projects on 23 September 2013. The winning projects will be selected based on the number of services 
offered and the remote monitoring capacity.749 

In regards to new gas market mechanism, the Italian Gas Exchange Market was launched in October 
2013. The exchange will increase market efficiency through by fixing the price of gas to a more reliable 
European virtual trading point, adopting European codes and regulations on gas management, and 
undertaking a number of infrastructure improvements that streamline gas delivery, storage and set-up 
future liquefied natural gas projects.750 

On 2 April 2014, a second market mechanism was introduced. The authority adopted resolution 
137/2014/R/gas to facilitate improved gas bidding mechanisms, efficient allocation of gas “bundles” 
and defining terms to avoid future misunderstandings.751 This resolution came over a year in advance of 
the 1 November 2015 deadline set by the European Union and is intended to improve efficiencies in 
the gas market. 

The authority also changed two financial systems related to energy efficiency and use in January 2014. 
The first relates to the Energy Efficiency Credits (TEE) and the second to the electrical grid rate. The 
first change was a redefinition of the tariffs associated with the TEE and a new mechanism to 
streamline the process of allocating tariffs to make it easier and more efficient to issue them in a timely 
manner.752 The second, which came into effect on 1 January 2014, was meant as an incentive for 
residents to switch to solar energy, and other renewables that are not tied to the electrical grid. This new 
rate rewards homes with high energy efficiency by charging for the cost of the grid services, not the 
volume of electricity itself.753 The authority hopes to encourage the use of heat pumps and other 
renewable energies in residential homes. 

There are three different statistics which show the Government of Italy’s expenditure on financial 
incentives and renewable energy investments. The Gestore Servizi Energetici (GSE) is a state-owned 
company which promotes and supports renewable energy sources in Italy. It keeps track of and 
frequently updates the “yearly indicative cumulative cost of incentives” that the Italian Government 
issued in relation to renewable energies. These incentives include: feed-in tariffs (for photovoltaic and 
thermodynamic residential projects); White Certificates (energy efficiency trading scheme); tax 
incentives to large-scale plants (according to Ministerial Decree of 6 June 2012); and other government-
sponsored incentives. According to their statistics, the cost of these incentives had risen from EUR4.51 

                                                        

749  Energy:  Incentives  to  Pilot  Projects  for  “Smart”  Gas,  Electricity  and  Water  Meters,  Italian  Regulatory  Authority  for  
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753  Electricity:  the  2014  New  Network  Tariff  for  ‘Sustainable  Heating,’  Italian  Regulatory  Authority  for  Electricity  and  Gas  
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billion on 31 August 2013 to EUR5.03 billion on 31 January 2014, amounting to a total government 
spending of EUR52 million in five months.754 

On 25 March 2014, the consulting firm Eclareon published a study on solar energy which found that 
the cost of electricity produced by photovoltaic systems had reached parity with other conventional 
forms of electricity in the beginning of 2014.755 This parity will go a long way in helping Italy to achieve 
its 26.4% renewable energy by 2020 target, and was possible largely because of a government tax credit 
subsidy system that incentivized solar panel installation in households for residential use.756 In fact, 
advancements in photovoltaic technology and incentivizing their use in both household and commercial 
sectors has been a key focus of the Italian government, as solar represents the widest renewable energy 
use in the country at 88 per cent.757 

The PEW Research Center provides statistics on Italy’s investments in renewable energy. It was ranked 
number nine on PEW’s Top Ten Countries in Clean Energy Investment 2013 with an investment 
intensity of 0.20 (per dollar of gross domestic product). It ranked number seven on Installed Renewable 
Energy Capacity 2013 at 34 gigawatts and number five on Small-Distributed Capacity Investment 
(residential and small-commercial projects less than 1 megawatt).758 

Italy has undertaken efforts to change and update financial mechanisms for energy use and gas markets, 
its development of solar power to the point where it is now at parity with conventional forms of power 
and its continued use of financial incentives to utilize green and/or more efficient forms of energy. 
Thus, Italy was awarded a score of 0. 

Analyst: Aurora Hudson 

Japan:	  0	  
Japan has partially complied with the commitment to develop cleaner, more efficient energy 
technologies and phase out insufficient fossil fuel subsidies. 

In the fiscal year 2013, Japan installed 73 megawatts of wind capacity, the lowest numbers since 2001.759 
The government continues to cut subsidies and reduce incentives for solar power.760 
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On 22 November 2013, Japan enacted the Act on Promotion of Generating Renewable Energy 
Harmonized with Healthy Development of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery. This act will “revitalize 
farming, timber, and fishery villages and create various energy sources by the introduction of renewable 
energy production in such villages.” This act is expected to increase the range of land potentially 
available across the country for solar, wind and biomass projects.761 

Japan has not demonstrated adequate measures to promote renewable energy nor have there been 
efforts to support national vulnerable groups. Thus, it has been awarded a score of 0. 

Analyst: Crystal Gao 

Korea:	  0	  
Korea has partially complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that overcome barriers 
to efficiency, or otherwise spur innovation and development of clean and efficient energy technologies. 

On 13 January 2014, the Korean Ministry of Environment announced that the securities exchange 
Korea Exchange (KRX) will host the trading of carbon permits for its emissions trading mechanism, 
which is scheduled to launch on 1 January 2015.762 

On 6 February 2014, the Korean Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy announced that, with a recent 
amendment to the Energy Use Rationalization Act, local automakers and importers of foreign vehicles 
who fail to meet the fuel consumption efficiency level of 17 kilometers per litre will pay a penalty 
surcharge. The rate is equal to KRW82,352 per kilometre/litre short of the target per car sold.763 

Korean has undertaken ongoing efforts to establish an emission trading mechanism and its increased 
enforcement of energy efficiency standards. Thus, Korea receives a score of 0. 

Analyst: Colin McEwen 

Mexico:	  +1	  
Mexico has fully complied with its commitment to support the development of clean and energy 
efficient technologies and supports the efficiency of the energy market through various actions. 

On 13 December 2013, Mexico passed the new Energy Reform that ends the 75-year-old oil, gas and 
electricity monopoly and boosts private investments in energy sector.764 This government’s policy not 
only increased efficiency of the energy market, but also targeted clean energy to occupy 35 per cent of 
the energy market.765 
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The Mexican government has set clear targets for wind power sector, generating 2 gigawatts per year for 
the next decade.766 Moreover, the Mexican Wind Energy Association (AMDEE) has set a target of 
12,000 megawatts of wind power by 2022, which is 10,000 megawatts more than the current capacity. 

Mexico has started another renewable energy program with construction of the biggest solar power 
plant in Latin America, Aura Solar I — a 30-megawatt solar farm in La Paz, Mexico.767 According to 
Greentech Media, with the solar market’s installed base, Mexico is expected to quadruple from 60 
megawatts to 240 megawatts by the end of 2014. 

After the Energy Reform, Mexico also showed an improvement of clean, efficient technologies by water 
management for energy sector. Large corporations that engaged in investment of Mexico’s energy 
sector began to adopt water treatment facility at their energy plants, which save substantial amounts of 
water use in the production process.768 Volkswagen planned to construct a new water treatment facility 
in 2015, which will account for over EUR220,000 of cost savings per year. 

Mexico has complied with its commitment to support the development of clean and energy efficient 
technologies and supports the efficiency of the energy market through various actions including policies. 
Thus, Mexico receives a score of +1. 

Analyst: HyunAh Heidi Shim 

Russia:	  +1	  
Russia has fully complied with its commitment on clean energy technologies. 

On 6 September 2013, Minister of Energy of Russia Alexander Novak signed a decree on reorganizing 
the Ministerial Department for Energy Efficiency and Fuel and Energy Sector, creating a separate 
Department for Energy Efficiency. The immediate objectives of this department inter alia include 
attracting private finance to the energy sector, improving the system of federal subsidies to regional 
energy projects, and developing programs to enhance the energy efficiency of public energy 
companies.769 

On 22 November 2013, in his address to the “All-Russian meeting for increasing energy efficiency in 
regions: monitoring the research, replication of the successful experience” at Energy Efficiency and 
Energy Saving forum, Deputy Energy Minister of Russia Anton Inyutsyn said that the state program 
“Energy conservation and enhancing energy efficiency until 2020” allocates RUB6.1 trillion, including 
RUB5.6 trillion of extra-budgetary resources, to energy-efficiency projects. 770 
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On 25 November 2013, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a federal law No. 316, which increased 
penalties for citizens and legal entities violating rules of energy consumption and conservation.771 

In 2014 Russian Ministry of Energy plans to allocate RUB4.9 billion from the federal budget on co-
financing energy conservation and energy efficiency projects.772 

On 17 February 2014, the Russian government issued decree No. 116 approving measures to stimulate 
electricity generation using renewable energy sources. Among other things the decree amends the rules 
for development and approval of the projected electrical energy development projects.773 

On 15 April 2014, the Russian government approved a new version of the “Energy efficiency and 
energy development” program. It provides an increase in government spending by 6.844 billion rubles 
in 2014-16. Implementation of the program, according to the government, will result in reduction of 
energy intensity of the Russian economy by 12.7 per cent by 2020 (compared to 2007).774 

Thus, Russia has been awarded a score of +1 for taking steps to support clean and energy efficient 
projects financially and increase efficiency of the energy market through policy measures. 

Analyst: Andrei Sakharov 

Saudi	  Arabia:	  +1	  
Saudi Arabia has fully complied with the commitment to support the development of clean and energy 
efficient technologies and supports the efficiency of the energy market through various actions 
including policies. 

In July 2013, Saudi Arabia has begun to support its renewable energy programs by installing 70 stations 
that will measure the potential for energy production from sun, wind and geothermal sources.775 The 
government targets to install 23.9 gigawatts of renewable power capacity by 2020 and then 54.1 
gigawatts by 2032. 

On 20 February 2014, the government of Saudi Arabia announced its plan to invest USD173 billion on 
energy projects between 2014 and 2018, marking the highest amount of investment in the Arab 
world.776 

On 28 February 2014, Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) and the King Abdullah City for 
Atomic and Renewable Energy (KACARE) signed a research and development agreement to cooperate 
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for technology development.777 Under the agreement, SABIC and KACARE, in the focus area of 
technology and innovation, will develop “a range of protocols for evaluation and feasibility of 
renewable energies including, solar, wind, and municipal waste, with specific attention given to 
electricity or steam generation for industrial usage, and energy storage.” 

Saudi Arabia has complied with its commitment to support the development of clean and energy 
efficient technologies and supports the efficiency of the energy market through various actions 
including policies. Therefore, Saudi Arabia receives a score of +1. 

Analyst: HyunAh Heidi Shim 

South	  Africa:	  +1	  
South Africa has fully complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that overcome 
barriers to energy efficiency. It has also complied both with enhancing the efficiency of markets and 
shifts towards an energy sustainable future. 

South Africa has encouraged effective policies that overcome barriers to energy efficiency, enhanced the 
efficiency of markets and shifts towards an energy sustainable future. 

South Africa has received a score of +1 for full compliance. 

Analyst: Nanayaa Appenteng 

Turkey:	  0	  
Turkey has partially complied with its commitment to support the increased efficiency of the energy 
market and to develop clean and efficient energy technologies. 

On 25 February 2012, the Government of Turkey released its Energy Efficiency Strategy Paper which 
committed the government to more stringent energy efficiency targets, in an effort to follow the policy 
set in the 2007 Energy Efficiency Law.778 It indicated a need for a future plan to coordinate between the 
public, private, and non-governmental sectors. The paper targeted to reduce the energy intensity as a 
percentage of Turkey’s gross domestic product by 20 per cent less the value of the year 2011 by 2023.779 
To promote this, the government has committed to regulate the rate of price changes on certain 
renewable and non-renewable resources. 

Notably, Turkey has indicated in its Energy Efficiency Strategy Paper that by 2023, Turkey would be 
committed to developing its hydroelectric, geothermal, and wind energy to a higher calibre.780 The 
World Bank noted on 23 January 2013 that the Government of Turkey is actively seeking to develop its 
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wind power potential by government and international incentives and subsidies for sustainable power, 
and low interest loans from the government.781 

In June 2013, the Supreme Council for Science and Technology, the highest body for determining 
scientific policies of the country, set energy efficiency to be high on the agenda. This resulted in the 
following goals: “(1) Develop business model with support package to co-ordinate with Ministry of 
Energy and Natural Resources; (2) Work on regulatory legislation; (3) Provide support from the relevant 
institution and ministries.”782 A speech by President Abdullah Gül on 12 November 2013 reaffirmed 
Turkey’s commitment to these policies and developing the connection between the economy and 
energy development.783 

Despite the rhetoric and certain policy measures, Turkey is still actively promoting the exploitation of 
non-renewable resources which does not encourage the development in the efficiency of certain sectors 
in the energy market. It has introduced tax breaks and exemptions to encourage the exploitation of non-
renewable resources such as oil.784 

While Turkey has indicated its commitment to increasing the efficiency of energy technologies and the 
energy market, it is conflicted in its policy execution by supporting both progressive and status quo 
options. It has specifically lacked in policies pursuant to the development of energy efficient 
technologies. Therefore, it has been awarded a score of 0. 

Analyst: Emily Tsui 

United	  Kingdom:	  +1	  
The United Kingdom has fully complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that 
overcome barriers to energy efficiency. It has also complied both with enhancing the efficiency of 
markets and shifts towards an energy sustainable future. 

In November 2012, the UK government announced an energy policy agreement that, “will deliver a 
durable, long term signal to investors,”785 including a de-carbonization target range for 2030. After 
multiple levels of debate and amendments, the Energy Act received Royal Assent on 18 December 
2013.786 The final statute incorporates various energy initiatives, ranging from consumer protection, to 
de-carbonization, to nuclear regulation. However, the most pertinent to clean technologies are measures 
to attract GBP110 billion in investment to upgrade the electricity market. Reforms include: (1) long-
term contracts to provide incentives for low-carbon investment; (2) power purchase agreements to 
ensure the availability of contracts for renewable generators; (3) transition agreements for renewable 
investments, and (4) limits on carbon dioxide emissions from new fossil fuel power stations. 

                                                        

781  In  Turkey:  Building  a  Market  for  Energy  Efficiency,  World  Bank,  23  January  2013.  Access  Date:  26  February  2014.  
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782  Energy  Policy  Highlights,  IEA  and  OECD,  2013.  Access  Date:  26  February  2014.  
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http://www.eia.gov/countries/cab.cfm?fips=TU  
785  Energy  Act:  Decarbonisation,  Department  of  Energy  &  Climate  Change  (London)  18  December  2013.  Access  Date:  28  
February  2014.  https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/  
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In 2014, the United Kingdom also called for shifts towards an energy sustainable future. On 24 January 
2014, Prime Minister David Cameron addressed the World Economic Forum in Davos highlighting 
renewable energy, Britain’s GBP16 billion of investment in nuclear energy, and the expanding offshore 
wind market.787 Ed Davey, Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, echoed these calls to 
adapt stewardship to ensure that, “low-carbon energy resources have a secure future”788 in the United 
Kingdom. Both statements are furthered by the creation and actions of the Green Investment Bank, a 
GBP3 billion initiative to “mobilize private capital to make a significant contribution to the 
development of a green economy.”789 

The UK has encouraged effective policies that overcome barriers to energy efficiency, enhanced the 
efficiency of markets and shifts toward an energy sustainable future. It received +1 for full compliance. 

Analyst: Anthony Marchese 

United	  States:	  +1	  
The United States has fully complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that overcome 
barriers to energy efficiency. It has also complied both with enhancing the efficiency of markets and 
shifts towards an energy sustainable future. 

The US has built on previous policies to encourage clean energy investment and development. The 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 included a 30 per cent tax credit valued at USD2.3 
billion for “investments in manufacturing facilities for clean energy technologies.”790 On 12 December 
2013, an additional USD150 million was released for projects of “domestic manufacturing of a wide 
range of renewable energy and energy efficiency products.”791 These tax credits are in conjunction with 
the approval of a variety of projects, such as USD7 million for cost-effective hydrogen and fuel cell 
technologies,792 and USD50 million to accelerate development of high-tech, fuel efficient autos.793 

In 2014, President Barack Obama has continued to encourage effective energy policies and 
development. In his 2014 State of the Union Address, he highlighted actions to shift towards a more 
environmentally sustainable future, such as “new standards on the amount of carbon pollution” that 

                                                        

787  World  Economic  Forum  (Davos)  2014:  Speech  by  David  Cameron,  10  Downing  Street  (London)  30  January  2014.  Access  
Date:  28  February  2014.  https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/world-‐economic-‐forum-‐davos-‐2014-‐speech-‐by-‐david-‐
cameron-‐-‐2  
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power plants are permitted to produce.794 At the 2014 North American Leaders’ Summit in Mexico, 
Obama reaffirmed the US commitment to developing clean energy and highlighted a future trilateral 
meeting to discuss “opportunities to promote common strategies on energy efficiency.”795 

The US has encouraged effective policies that overcome barriers to energy efficiency, enhanced the 
efficiency of markets and shifts towards an energy sustainable future. The United States has received a 
score of +1 for full compliance. 

Analyst: Anthony Marchese 

European	  Union:	  +1	  
The European Union has fully complied with its commitment to encourage effective policies that 
overcome barriers to efficiency, and enhance the efficiency of markets for an energy-sustainable future. 

On 4 December 2012, the new Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU entered into force with its 
overall goal as establishing a 20 per cent increase in energy efficiency by 2020.796 This directive sets the 
“legal definition and quantification of a European Union energy efficiency target” and obliges each 
member to set national goals as well. It encourages transparency in the process by mandating a 
minimum quadrennial energy audit with the first one due by 5 December 2015. The directive also 
increases energy savings for consumers, and targets buildings to increase energy efficiency through the 
development of efficient technologies. 

On 8 January 2014, a European Commission Report reaffirmed the EU’s commitment to the above 
directive and Directive 2006/32/EC on energy end-use efficiency and energy services to make the end 
use of energy more economic and efficient by establishing indicative targets.797 The deadline set for this 
goal is 5 June 2014. 

The same report indicated a significant reduction of energy expenditures. The forecast in energy savings 
for the EU is expected to be around 132 million tons of oil.798 This can also be seen through the 
effectiveness of the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, which puts a financial value on every 
ton of emission saved.799 
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On 14 February 2014, at the end of the Berlin Energy Forum, there was a reaffirmation of the EU’s 
acknowledgement of the importance of energy efficiency.800 Over 160 stakeholders, including EU 
members from all energy sectors, attended. 

The EU has outlined policy measures and reaffirmed its commitment to increase the efficiency of the 
energy market. Therefore, it has been awarded a score of +1. 

Analyst: Emily Tsui 

                                                        

800  Conclusions  of  the  Berlin  Energy  Forum  2014,  European  Commission  (Berlin),  14  February  2014.  Access  Date:  26  
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